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A Rustic Newsletter Inspired by Plants and the Ever Changing Seasons

The Gathering Basket is created by Corinne Boyer, folk herbalist and herbal educator. My intention is to bring
inspiration and magic to people by sharing experiences, history and interests relating to plants and folk traditions. May
the folkloric education of local plant medicine bring empowerment, connection and healing to community.

-The Veil of DreamsBy Corinne

In our waking hours and sleeping hours, the Other realms
can be glimpsed and perceived, if only for a time. The world
of spirit flight and shapeshifting is not so very far away
if one knows intimately the access point of leaving and
returning. The land of the dream world is indeed the black
underpinnings of our modern existence, however shrouded
in mist and fog. What pathways then connect us to the
mysterious ways through the dream veil, what skills are
needed to traverse and interpret its terrain, what measures
are taken to ensure a safe return? These are important
questions for pondering.

the dreamer can do that. There are initiations that come in
dreams, messages for the seeker, prophecy and predictions,
spirit familiars and malevolent forces- all. The landscape of
the soul has many layers and much purpose. The Materia
magica of the dream world includes assistance invoked from
not only plants, but animals and minerals as well. Mugwort
leaf/flower, wormwood leaf/flower, walnut leaf, violet flower,
linden flower, jasmine flower, valerian flower, dames rocket
flower, poppy seed head and flowers all come to mind, as
well as moth, owl, mouse, badger, bat, moonstone, silver
and pearl. These can be secreted into a dream pillow or
under ones pillow in a cloth, or worked with as an altar
fetish. The darkling shadowed night holds potent elixirs in
creaking trees, bowls of waters enchanted by moss, stone
and claw.

Dreaming, whether it is night dreaming while asleep,
or trance work/active dreaming while awake, requires
intentional practice. To develop the skill and the ability to
interpret the meanings found, and omens gathered, requires
effort. We all occasionally have an incredible dream, or a run
of them. But to work with dreams as medicine and meaning
within a spiritual practice is something entirely different.
This requires that the dream world becomes as important
or more so than the waking world. It is the relationship to
the dream world that over time, becomes a forceful and
influential stream of not only direct inspiration, but direct
instruction on one’s spiritual practices, ways and depths.
A dream is like a deer at the edge of the forest: If it’s
welcomed, it will come out. If you feed it, it will develop a
relationship with you. But if you don’t care about it, it will
disappear. - Marion Woodman.
Dreams tell us truths and these truths are at times cloaked
in disguise, trickery, glamour. There is no book that will be
able to intelligently interpret the symbols in dreams, as only
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Our relationship with sleep and the night is an essential
consideration of our own dreamland and its pathways. The
moon itself is the most important illuminator, that silver
celestial being that is one with the night and the waters.
The moon is one with all magical practitioners and practices
throughout all time, space and culture, one memory, one
shared access point. Working within the changing moon
phases is a key practice to develop and observe. Certain
times are more elusive, more potent, more vivid, if one
watches closely. May you feel more inspired to work with
dreams as medicine and listen to what they are telling you,
may you find the value in sleeping every night to travel
to other worlds, destinations unknown and pathways less
traveled. May creatures and plants come and teach you their
magics by silver light and spirit flight.

- Stinging Nettle -

Urtica dioica - Emerald Earth Gift

With the rains and new life of springtime comes the growth
of the glorious stinging nettle. The month of March and April
bring wet baskets full of nettles to hang from the ceiling,
their earthy and deeply nourishing perfume intoxicating the
space for the first five days. There is nothing quite like the
smell of the fresh nettle harvest in the home or the flavor of
the freshly steamed greens to fortify every dish imaginable.
While many people get excited about this annual
harvest, very few know the interesting folklore
behind this seemingly common plant. This plant
has been an ally to humans for many thousands
of years. The nettles name origin from Latin is
Uredo, meaning ‘burning itch’. Our common name
‘Nettle’ comes from the Old English netel, which is
derived from the word needle. In Europe there is
the U. urens, a small leaved nettle, along with the
U. dioica. Not only for food and medicine, nettles
have been long used for their strong fibers in
making rope and materials. The sting of the nettle
can be mild or intense, depending on what part
gets stung and how many nettles are involved. For
any of us who know this sting, it can often be felt
even 12 or more hours after a nettle encounter.
The formic acid in its tiny barbs causes an intense
burning and even blistering of the skin when
touched. Intentional nettle ‘flogging’ or ‘urtication’
has been used by not only Native Americans but
also by peoples of Europe. It was(is) believed
that by using the nettles sting intentionally and
intensely, many inflammatory imbalances can be
corrected, by bringing more circulation to the
area. It is important to mention that if this plant is
approached with care and attention, the sting can actually be
avoided. Many nettle lovers know that by slowly harvesting
the plant in a certain way, no sting is felt.

Man’s Plaything have been used, relating to this. It was
thought that they grew from where the dead bodies of
men lay or from the places where innocent blood had
been shed, a belief from Denmark. There was also a
Lincolnshire belief that nettles came up from spots that
had been urinated on. The nettle was associated with
the God Thor, in Scandinavian mythology. There was
an old custom of throwing nettles on the fire
during a thunderstorm to protect the house
from lightning. It was said that although it was a
symbol for evil, it was also an antidote. Holding
nettles in the hand was a safeguard against
ghosts. Nettles have been associated with both
the wellbeing of farm animals, as well as the
ability to bewitch them. In Germany, nettles
gathered before sunrise were used to drive
evil spirits away from cattle. In some parts of
Europe, if a cow ate nettles, it was believed that
her milk would be bloody and she would be
bewitched. In other parts, if nettles were placed
in ewe’s milk, it was a protective measure, so
that the flock became like the plant, untouchable.
Dreaming of nettles was a sign of good health
and prosperity, and to dream of gathering them
foretells that someone has a favorable opinion of
you and that family life will be harmonious. To
dream of getting stung by nettle foretells jealousy
and disappointment. In the language of flowers
nettles meant ‘You are spiteful’.

Some plants that were traditionally used to help with the
sting of nettles include dock leaves, usually broad leaved
dock Rumex obtusifolius, or plantain Plantago major or
P.lanceolata. These were crushed and used as a fresh
poultice for the part afflicted. There is an old rhyme: Nettle
out, dock in, Dock remove the nettle sting’. This had to be
recited as it was applied if it was to work properly. Mallow
leaves, Malva sylvesteris or M. neglecta was another remedy
in European countries. Actually, to use a nettle wash itself is
an old cure for the sting, an example of ‘like cures like’. A
Native American remedy was to place a live slug on the sting,
with the enzymes in the slug slime helping the inflammatory
reaction- no need to harm the slug. If you can find a slug in
your moment of need, it really does work to take away the
pain.
Often, because of its stinging properties, nettle has been
associated with the ‘work of the devil’ in European folklore.
Common names like Devil’s Leaf, Devil’s Apron and Naughty
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There were a few magical cures associated
with stinging nettles. To cure a fever, one must
grasp a nettle and pull it up by the roots, while
speaking the sufferers name out loud. The nettles that
grow in a shady spot are supposed to be best for this. A
very specific cure was used for a child that had poor eye
sight. A woman, one who had never seen her father, was
to blow through a hole in a nettle leaf into the child’s
eyes. The woman was instructed to do this before she
touched anything for the day. Nettles gathered from a
graveyard at midnight were believed to cure gout, from
Wales. A Romany Gypsy contraception method involved
a man placing a thick layer of nettle leaves in his socks 24
hours before intercourse. In Cornwall, May 1 was known
as Stinging Nettle Day, and it was a custom to pick a nettle
leaf and wrap it in a dock leaf and eat it, with the belief
that it would keep one safe until the next years Stinging
Nettle day. A folk love divination goes that if a girl plants a
nettle in wet sand, she will wake to find her fate the next
morning. Whatever direction that the plant bends will
show her what direction her future suitor will come from.
However, if its tips bend downward, it was a sign of an
early death to come. There was an interesting custom that
involves curing various ailments with ‘unspoken nettles’,
which means that the one whom gathered them for the

To avoid getting stung, just go slow and be mindful. Cut
the shoots, leaving the lowest leaves so that the plant can
continue to grow, and use the scissors to place them running
the same direction in the basket. This will make them easier
to process once at home. Always gather more than you think
you need- they shrink down considerably when cooked,
and the dried leaves are so useful. That said, only gather
from large stands, away from the roadside and any possible
pollution, and leave the area looking like you were never
there. Once at home, use leather gloves to hang bundles up
to dry. The sting dissipates with cooking or drying, though I
find that I still use gloves to garble the plant when fully dry,
as the sting is still present in a mild but irritating way. To
wash for cooking, fill a full soup kettle full of cold water in
the sink and use a tongs to rinse them well and swirl them
around. There are many tiny snails! Then hold each stalk
with the tongs and snip off the leaves using scissors into
another bowl with the other hand. It is time consuming but
worth removing the stems- they are fibrous, especially as the
plants get larger.

cure must not speak while doing so, until the next morning
at sunrise.
Older medicinal uses for nettles included being used as
a blood cleanser, for lung problems such as asthma and
bronchitis, ear infection and mumps, goiter, heavy menses,
anemia, jaundice, headaches, heart problems such as
high blood pressure and dropsy(edema), stomach upsets,
diarrhea, insomnia, tuberculosis, to prevent nose bleeds,
hoarseness, gout, rheumatism and used as a gargle for an
infected throat. Many of these uses are still in place today
among modern herbalists. An old rhyme attests to nettles
use for health and goes’ If they would drink nettles in
March, And eat mugwort in May, So many fine maidens,
Would not go to clay.’ Nettles were used topically for stings,
rashes, dog bites, infected wounds, bleeding hemorrhoids,
boils, pimples, shingles, ringworm and sores. An old recipe
for an ointment for pain comes from Stockport, Greater
Manchester, UK. ‘Chop nettles, add a good measure of salt,
three tablespoons of vinegar, mix in 2 oz. of pure lard, when
well mixed spread a good portion on a piece of brown paper
and apply to troubled area, fix with a firm bandage.’ Nettle
seeds were a Greek remedy for impotence and they were
known to help with sexual dysfunction. Also, nettles were an
herb included in old recipes for brewing beer and ale, these
brews taken as tonics themselves.

The medicine of nettles comes from its tonic, alterative and
nutritive leaves, though some folks use the roots and the
seeds. Nettles are supportive to liver, kidney and lymphatic
function, they are a blood builder and high in minerals.
Because they are so food like, nutritious and gently
cleansing, nettles can with help with almost any imbalance,
but particularly for ones related to the respiratory, urinary,
female reproductive and skin systems. The dried leaf is best
prepared as a water infusion. I incorporate dried nettles into
almost all of my family’s tea blends for colds, allergies, sinus
and lung issues, and for any sort of tonic tea. For general
colds, mix nettle leaf, rosehips, elder flowers, sage leaves
and peppermint, equal parts. Nettles are also helpful in
tea for anemia and hormone fluctuation that comes from a
woman’s menstrual time. Don’t forget to drink the intensely
flavored and medicinal liquid that comes from steaming
the fresh nettles as well- I divide this up for my family every
time we steam nettles- nettle broth shots. They have such
a boost of nutrients, it is instant energy. Make an overnight
infusion with just nettles, and take daily for the fatigue that
comes during seasonal changes. To do this put about ¼ cup
of crumbled dried nettle leaf in a quart jar and pour boiling
water to fill up the jar, making sure to stir them in. Then
let it steep overnight, pouring off the deep emerald liquid
the next morning for a refreshing tonic- full of minerals and
earth medicine.

Nettles were eaten by some Native tribes, the spring shoots
and leaves, but they were mostly used for medicine. Some
generalized and common uses within many tribes included
nettles taken as blood-cleanser (still done today), for upset
stomach, taken to promote labor and birth (the fresh juice),
and used as a hair tonic(taken both internally and used
externally). They were used for flogging to take away pain
and arthritis, byway of the counter irritant, by many tribes.
The Shuswap tribe used a decoction of the stems and roots
in a sweat bath for pain. The Iroquois tribe used them
along with dried snakes blood as a ‘witching medicine’.
The Makah tribe used the nettles as a hunting medicine, by
rubbing them on the bodies of the hunters to make them
strong. An infusion of the roots was taken by the same tribe
for expectant mothers. The Thompson tribe used the root
decoction as a compress for bleeding hemorrhoids. From
the Kawaiisu tribe, children walked through nettles to
toughen their skin, to prepare them for practicing witchcraft
and to procure dreams.
Nettles have a long history of food use by country people in
the early spring. Older sources say that if you eat three meals
of only nettles in the springtime, you will remain healthy all
year long. Another belief states that eating nettles in spring
helps the memory be good and strong. It was said in olden
times that the Devil gathered nettles to make his shirts with
on May Day, so they were unfit for eating after that. This
is good wisdom, as the plants tend to shift into making
flowers and seeds by then. I generally harvest nettles for
food in March and then start to dry them for tea throughout
and until the end of April. Nettles develop calcium oxalate
crystals as they go into flower, and these crystals are hard on
the kidneys. To harvest the leaves any time before early May,
bring a large basket and kitchen scissors, no need for gloves.
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As far as food goes, nettles can be used as a potherb, being
wonderful in soups, stews, and cooked with meat and eggs.
Once cooked down, they can be substituted for spinach in
any recipe. The flavor of nettles is earthy, deep, green and
fresh. It is different than any other flavor and easy to fall in
love with, whether you are making tea or nettle casserole.
Also, add freshly powdered nettles to biscuits. They are very
delicious and savory. You can powder your own without a
coffee grinder by pushing them through a fine sieve with a
wooden pestle. Here are some of my favorite ways to take
nettles as both food and medicine. Long live the emerald
gifts of springtime wisdom!

handful of fresh chives, snipped up, 2-4 red potatoes per
person, depending on size. Bake your potatoes whole at
400 degrees, after washing and stabbing with a fork a few
times. This takes about 40 minutes. About 15 minutes before
your potatoes are ready, use a skillet to melt the butter. Add
nettles using tongs, cover and cook on medium high heat.
This will wilt the nettles in a few minutes. Stir here and there
until they wilt. Remove the cover and continue cooking to
remove some of the water. When most of the water is gone,
add the rest of the ingredients, including a bit of salt and
plenty of freshly ground pepper. Stir and let all ingredients
incorporate, still keeping the heat on medium high. This will
only take a few minutes. Continue stirring until bubbly and
thick, another few minutes. Serve at once on hot potatoes,
mashed down a bit with a fork.

Nettle Quiche. Use nettles instead of spinach in a quiche.
Fry a few cups packed with chopped fresh nettles along with
leeks and butter and when they are soft, place them in a
prebaked pie shell. Add crumbled feta cheese and make an
egg mixture with 4-6 eggs, 1 cup of heavy cream, 1 teaspoon
of salt, ½ teaspoon of grated nutmeg and ¼ teaspoon of
either cayenne or black pepper. Pour the mixture over top
and massage together, to coat everything well. Bake at 375
for about 40 minutes, until the middle is set.
Nettle Soup. 3-5 C chopped fresh nettles, 2 stalks chopped
celery, 3 potatoes- diced, 1 medium onion, chopped,1-2
quarts chicken stock, depending on desired thickness, Butter
for sautéing, Salt and pepper to taste, Fresh garlic. Fry
the onion in butter until golden. Add the celery, potatoes,
nettles and chicken stock all at once. Bring soup to a boil
and simmer for 1/2 hour or so, adding fresh garlic, salt and
pepper closer to the end of the cooking time. This soup
can be beaten with a potato masher or pureed. Really any
vegetables can be used, as long as you include plenty of
nettles and potatoes. Adding heavy cream or sour cream at
the end of cooking makes this soup extra nourishing. Add
fresh parsley at the very end as well, if available.

Nettle Hair Rinse for Dandruff- Steep equal parts dried nettle
leaf, calendula, and rosemary overnight in a mason jar,
roughly ¼ cup total. Strain and store in the fridge for use
in the following week. Remember to get the jar before your
shower/bath and pour some on (its cold!) after shampoo/
conditioner. Do not rinse out. Works wonders.
References:A Dictionary of Plant Lore, Roy Vickery, 1995, Elsevier’s
Dictionary of Plant Lore, D.C. Watts, 2007, The Illustrated Plant Lore,
Josephine Addison, 1985 , Encyclopedia of Folk Medicine, Gabrielle
Hatfeld, 2004, Native American Medicinal Plants, Daniel Moerman,
2009, Medicinal Plants in Folk Tradition- The Ethnobotany of Britain
and Ireland, Gabrielle Hatfield and David Allen, 2004

Creamed Nettles on Potatoes- A truly fast, easy and most
delicious nettle recipe. General Ingredients serve two: 2
tablespoons butter, 6-8 cups fresh nettle leaves, packed,
washed and cut from the stems, ½ cup- ¾ cup heavy cream,
½ cup- ¾ cup grated, hard cheese, such as parmesan, one

Traditional Lore of Springtime Symbols

They were called ‘round about’ instead. The connection
with egg shells and witches is at least 2000 years old.
A whole egg unearthed in the garden points to malefic
witchcraft. In general however, eggs were protective by
nature and could be used as amulets. Sometimes eggs were
used in divinations, in particular the whites being used like
a primitive crystal ball when deposited into a water glass,
shook up and read by a seer. This was often done on those
auspicious eves of the year, such as Midsummer’s Eve or All
Hallows Eve.

Eggs- Eggs were and still are a powerful symbol of fertility
and springtime. They have been considered an age old gift,
and by early people were thought to represent an emblem
of the universe. The ‘world egg’ was brought forth by the
Mother Night and was first associated with the moon,
another fertility symbol connected to women. Colored
eggs were a universal gift at Easter time. In Derbyshire and
Lancashire England, children carried little baskets lined with
moss for oatmeal cakes, money, eggs and gingerbread. The
mysterious origin of Easter eggs tells that they were laid by
an enchanted hare or born from church bells. A polish legend
referring to pyzanky, the brilliantly patterned and colored
eggs made with beeswax and dyed in a batik method,
tells that they were made by Our Lady, or Mother Mary at
Nazareth. Eggs were emblems of the resurrection.
Eggs, along with seeds and nuts, have been used in magical
workings historically. Because these substances contain life
force, they were known to be potent in magical practice.
Strange shaped eggs were considered talismanic in their
properties, usually feared as an ill omen. A once widespread
belief tells that egg shells were the ships of witches or
fairies who came over rivers and seas, and old magic was
connected to raising storms and wrecking ships with eggs
shells. It was thought very important to destroy the shells
after eating or cracking them, lest evil could be worked
with them for magical purposes. Because of this lore, sailors
never said the name ‘egg’ at sea, nor carried them on a ship.
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In some parts of Europe, scarlet colored eggs were planted
in fields and vineyards to protect crops from hail and
thunder storms. It was unlucky to dream of spoiled eggs, as
it foretold of a family members approaching death. Bringing
small yolkless eggs (called cocks eggs) into the home was an
ill omen. It was believed that if these hatched, a Cockatrice
would come out, a Basilisk. These eggs were discarded
immediately, thrown over the house or left shoulder, in the
direction of the Devil. Breaking a double yolk egg foretold
a wedding. The first egg laid by a white hen can be placed
under the pillow to dream of one’s true love- being careful
not to break it of course! The first egg laid by a black hen,
and eaten in the morning, will keep a person from fever
all year. If a brown hen lays its first egg on Easter day, you
can make three wishes and it is extra lucky; the shell can be
saved as an amulet against all misfortune. Never bring eggs
in after sunset was an old adage. Another piece of lore

tells to never bring eggs over running water, or chicks will
not hatch from them. Many waterways were believed to be
haunted by spirits.

milk, and let her drink it between 11 and midnight.’ Willow
seeds steeped in water were also used as an aphrodisiac. Pine
kernels and apple seeds had their love and fertility associations
as well.

Seeds- Seed hold the potential of life giving plants and foods.
Similar to eggs, they represent new life and birth during this
time of year. Some of the folk magic that involved seeds
was related to love and fertility. Seeds were employed for
their inherent powers of protection and healing as well. For
example, a ‘Wise Woman’s Magical Bag’ came out of the
Honiton District, in Devon UK. A scarlet silk pouch contained
many wildflower seeds, roots, curative herbs, bird feathers,
along with mouse and mole feet, and toad feet. Also the
practitioner’s own hair and nail clippings were included,
this being a potent charm bag to be worn for aiding in the
powers of magical workings. Beans were a very magical seed.
The fava or broad beans of Europe were associated with the
dead and were called ‘fairy food’. It was told that the souls
of the dead dwelt in the broad bean and to smell the flowers
of the bean could cause intoxication, bad dreams, mental
disorder and madness. The beautiful flowers are quite
fragrant and intensely pleasurable to smell. If a row of them
ever came up purely white however, it was a death omen
for the family. Beans were a funerary food and have been
so since Roman times. Black beans were used to ward off
ghosts. An old charm to ward off evil spirits was to say three
times in a row, all in one breath: Three blew beans in a blew
bladder, Rattle bladder, Rattle.
Tying a dock seed head to the left arm was an Irish charm
for barrenness. There was also a divination charm associated
with ‘butter dock’ (broad leaf dock) Rumex obtusifolius. The
seeds were to be scattered by a young unmarried woman
half an hour before sunrise, on a Friday morning in some
lonely place. While she scattered the seeds on the ground,
she was to repeat this charm, ‘I sow, I sow. Then my own
dear, Come here, come here, And mow and mow’. She would
then see in a vision her future husband walking toward her
with a scythe. Datura Datura stramonium seeds were used
in magic. A specific Romany Gypsy divination used 21 seeds,
which were put on a ‘witch drum’ or a special tambourine
covered with animal skin and marked with symbolic stripes.
One side of the drum was gently tapped and by the position
of the seeds on the stripes, the health, recovery or death
of the client could be foretold. Another Romany Gypsy love
divination was to take nine datura seeds, earth from nine
places and water from nine sources, and to make a cake
from these. This cake was laid at a cross roads on Easter
or St. George’s morning. If the first person to step over the
cake was a woman, the inquiring woman’s husband would
be a widower or older man, however if a man stepped
over it first, it foretold of a young and single husband.
The datura seeds were also used for protection during a
Romany wedding ceremony, enclosed in a bag of weasel
skin. The bag was rubbed over the newly wedded couple,
after water had first been thrown over them. Nettle seed
was one ingredient in a love potion, as was anise and cumin
seed. Here is one involving pumpkin seeds: So that a woman
be mad for you, mix a bit of myrtle and vervain with dried
powdered pumpkin seeds and add them to her wine or hot

Hares and Rabbits- The hare was a creature associated with
the moon and as being the witch’s familiar in times past. The
moons face was supposed to picture a hare on it, a belief
originally from China- it was told there that the hare made an
elixir of life on the moon. Many Scottish and Irish folk stories
tell of witch’s shapeshifting into hares. The hare was associated
with the Anglo Saxon spring Goddess Eostre, while the glow of
the Northern lights was supposed to be carried by hares. The
Hare that brings the Easter basket comes from this. In preChristian times, the hare symbolized fertility and the return
of springtime. The hare was sacred to Aphrodite and Diana in
mythology. The hare’s meat was known as an aphrodisiac in
ancient Rome and Greece, where it was eaten for its fertility
powers. Eating it was supposed to make one attractive for
nine days. However, in certain parts of Britain, it was taboo to
eat hare meat- one reason being that if a hare was cut open,
it would bleed profusely. The rabbit was not taboo to eat, but
the hare was believed to have an extra-large heart, which was
thought to cause the excessive bleeding.
Coming originally from the witch trials in Scotland comes this
incantation for changing into a hare and then back into human:
I sall goe intill ane haire, With sorrow and sych, and mickle
care, And I sall goe in the Divellis name, Ay whill I come home
again. Hare Hare, God send thee care. I am in a hares likeness
just now, But I shall be in a womans likeness even now’. To
kill a witch hare, it had to be shot with a silver bullet. From
Wales- when a hare was tough or difficult to skin, they said that
‘she was a bad old witch’. Though, to kill hares in general was
unlucky. Ancient peoples made divinations based on the hare’s
movements in the springtime. To see a hare upon departing
for a journey was a sign of bad luck from Cornwall. It was also
unlucky to say the creatures name at sea. A hare hopping down
the main street of a village was said to foretell a fire. To dream
of a hare revealed that the dreamer had enemies, or that some
misfortune was coming to the persons family. There were
legendary three legged supernatural hares that haunted the
mountains, fields and meadows, supposed to be ‘ghosts of the
damned’ and very dangerous to encounter. Cunning folk would
leave offerings of honey cakes in various locations to appease
them.
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Wearing a hare’s foot amulet was supposed to avert the plague,
from around 2000 years ago. It was also known to keep away
the cramp and rheumatism. At birth, an infant should be
brushed with a hares foot for protection from evil spirits, or
have one laid beneath the pillow to prevent accidents. To see a
black hare was generally lucky, while a white one was unlucky.
Cornish traditions tell that girls who die of a broken heart
and grief after being deserted by a lover turn into white hares
and haunt their betrayers. To have good luck, one should say
‘Rabbits’ three times in a row before going to bed and ‘Hares’
three times in a row upon waking. This should be done on the
last day of the month. Rabbits share much of the same lore as
hares. The Easter Hare in Britain was replaced by the Easter
Rabbit in the US. It was thought unwise to shoot a black rabbit,

because it was an ancestor spirit returning from the dead.
White rabbits were thought to be witches from Wales.

the power of the Evil Eye over others. Nine toads would be
procured and then hung to die, impaled on a thread. After
dead and dried, the ‘toad garland’ would be buried in a hole.
As the practitioner of malefic magic would choose his victim,
his gaze upon them would be in sympathy with the toads
in the hole- as they rotted, the victim would sicken and die.
In many old grimoires to have possession of a toad’s heart
or special toad bone could make one invisible. The toad
was associated with the Devil and on one banner of the last
King of the Mervingian Frankish dynasty had three black
toads on it; they represented the three powers of the devilSummoning, Charming and Coercion.

Toads and Frogs- In the past, frogs and toads were used
for their many healing and magical properties. Frogs were
generally a good omen and symbol, while toads were
associated more with evil magic. Sometimes however they
were interchangeable in the lore. Specific to Frogs- There
were wart charms for frogs that involved rubbing the wart
with the frog and (sadly) impaling them on a black thorn tree
to die and cure the warts as well- an example of transference
magic. Wearing a dried frog in a silk bag around the neck
was thought to cure fits and epilepsy. Frogs were sometimes
swallowed for cancer, weakness and consumption. An old
piece of lore tells that to stop bleeding, a linen cloth could
be dipped in the green foam where frogs have their spawn,
three days before the new moon. A frogstone, which is
a yellowish brown stone shaped like a frog, found near a
lake, was a very lucky thing to find and could be kept as an
amulet. Eating a soup made from nine frogs was a cure for
whooping cough and if one licked the eyes of a frog, it was
said that any ailment could be cured. For a toothache, a frog
was boiled in vinegar and the teeth rinsed with it. If one had
a cough and caught a small frog, spat into its mouth and let
it go free, he would be cured by transference. Frogs coming
into the home was thought lucky.
Specific to Toads- Toads have more sinister associations
in general because they are poisonous, long thought a
mysterious creature with chthonic powers. They have glands
on the backs of their necks that secrete poison when they
are frightened, this poison was known as ‘toad milk’. Also,
they are generally more bumpy and large compared to frogs,
giving them a very distinct look. Toads were very important
in Mayan mythology, the mother toad’s mouth led to the
Mayan underworld. The toad had associations with the moon
and to some Mayan lunar deities. The Mayans believed that
to kill a toad would bring the person sickness and death
and that the croaking of toads summoned rain. The toad
was also sacred to the ancient Egyptians. The toad was one
of the familiars of the Greek Goddess of witch’s Hecate,
along with the dog. Some witches in the Basque area (part
of modern Spain and France) could be identified as being
such by a mark shaped like a toads foot. Dried toads were
carried in the pocket as a smallpox preventative in parts
of Scotland. A wise woman cure from Cornwall prescribed
catching a live toad, tying him by the neck and hanging him
up until his head fell from its body (Not recommended!) and
then tying the string round the patient’s neck until their
50th birthday- they would never get quinsy (an old word
for sore throat) again. There sadly seems to be a plethora
of these gruesome cures for both frogs and toads in folk
magic. Desperate times, desperate measures, I suppose. It is
certainly interesting for historical considerations. In some
places, if a toad came into the home, they were treated with
upmost care, as they were believed to be a witches familiar,
working on her behalf. Other beliefs stated that the toad
must be killed, because of this fact. Toads were certainly
used in magic based on their mystical associations. From
Yorkshire England toads were used in a sinister way to have

There were (and still are) people known on the British
Isles as ‘Toad Men’ and ‘Toad Women’. By a ritual known
as ‘Waters of the Moon’ mentioned as early as the 1500s,
a bone was procured from a toad that gave the men and
women power over horses and the opposite sex, and
sometimes other animals. It is thought by some that the
ritual goes even farther back than that. There were other
methods, but this one is best known. The basic ritual goes:
One finds a toad and impales it on a blackthorn spike,
though some argue that the toad can be found rather
than killed. Most agree that killing the toad however is
part of the ritual and intention. (I do not recommend this,
but include it for history’s sake) Then the impaled and
dead toad’s carcass is placed on an ant hill, so the flesh is
completely eaten from the toad, none should remain. It
was thought that if any blood, vein or tissue remain on the
skeleton and it was taken this way, that the practitioner
would suffer a great misfortune. The practitioner must take
the naked skeleton without being seen by any other human
or animal. At the next full moon, the toad bones are taken
to a stream that runs north to south and at the stroke of
midnight, the practitioner places the bones in the waters. A
single supernatural bone is then supposed to turn and flow
opposite the currents of the stream. This is the magical toad
bone. According to tradition, the Devil will then appear to
claim this bone, sometimes as a scream issues forth from
the waters as it is taken. The bone is then to be hidden from
all except the practitioner, concealed on their body, never
shown to another. This bone is said to confer invisibility
and give powers over horses and women (or men) for the
rest of the practitioner’s life. These fascinating practices and
traditions give insight into the old powers that the land itself
offered up, the materia magica being provided by the many
gifts of the animal, vegetable and mineral worlds. Indeed, it
is still so today.
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-Up Coming Classes & Offeringsfor common ailments. You will learn the folklore and the
traditions of the plants that have been handed down to
us throughout history. You will begin by creating a home
apothecary and as the season progresses you will fill your
shelves and bottles with beautiful high quality medicines
for yourself, family and friends. We spend time in the field,
forest and in the kitchen. There are weekly homework
assignments, and each student develops a plant journal full
of details and recipes about the plants. This is a hands-onseries with the goal that each student finishes with an in
depth understanding of many medicinal plants in the local
area.

Author, Teacher and Healer, Eliot Cowan Comes to OlympiaEliot Cowan, author of Plant Spirit Medicine will be coming
to Olympia for a Teaching Fire on Monday, March 21st.
Eliot’s book recently was re-released with several new
chapters. Slow down your life and come sit by the fire with
Eliot as he discusses how to communicate with plants,
how one uses plant spirits for healing, and living from an
ancestral tradition’s perspective. The evening allows for
ample opportunity to ask questions and receive guidance
on many matters. Suggested donation $20, though no one
will be turned away. For more information and to register:
Please contact Peter Brown at 360-561-8772 or peter@
peterbrownhealing.com

Held on a small homestead in Shelton. 30 minutes north
of Olympia. Classes are from 10-2, Thursday OR Friday. I
have openings throughout the year and folks can join at any
point. Cost is $50 per class, about $200 per month. Three
month minimum commitment is required. Go to www.
maplemistwood.com and click on ‘Herbal Apprenticeship’ for
more information. You can see the entire month to month
curriculum online. To Register: Contact Corinne at corinne@
maplemistwood.com Please email me with any questions

Botany of the Dead- Taught by Marcus McCoy
The botany of the dead will be a hands on workshop in
the preparation of botanicals used in banishing, exorcism,
cleansing, and summoning of spirits of the dead. Incenses,
powders, and washes etc, will be prepared and their various
uses discussed. This class is for novices as well as seasoned
practitioners of shamanry, mediumship, sciomancy, and
witchcraft, healers, and home cleansers... The class is
oriented to the many various ways in which plants are
worked with cross culturally between traditions in having
effect upon the spirits of the dead. Each participant will leave
with botanical products they have prepared or will prepare
at home or in their local graveyard etc...
This class is taught by Marcus McCoy, who has been working
in the realm of spiritism for over 20 years, and has been
actively working performing house clearings, and cleansings
as a folk magic practitioner with extremely dangerous and
challenging cases.
Marcus McCoy is the author of www.bioregionalanimism.
com and is the co-organizer for the Viridis Genii symposium.

The Viridis Genii Symposium- Plants and MagicTaking place the weekend of June 3,4 and 5, held about
30 minutes outside of Portland. I (Corinne) am proud to
be teaching a Funerary Plants and Folklore Lecture at this
unique event, as well as giving a workshop on Graveyard
Folk Magic, Protection Plants and the Power of the Dead.
There is a spectacular line up, please see the website for
details. http://www.viridisgenii.com/
Many Gods West –
Taking place the weekend of August 5, 6 and 7, held locally
in Olympia. I (Corinne) am excited to be a part of this
magical gathering of Polytheists, speaking specifically about
the practices of working directly with land spirits and plant
spirits, in a class titled ‘May the Land Inform your Arte’.
More details are forthcoming, please see the website: http://
manygodswest.com/

Class cost: The class is $75 for two hours
Payment: Payment will be in cash at the event. A sliding scale
will be accepted for those in dire need.
Saturday, March 26 at 4:30 PM - 6:30 PM
9041 Phinney Avenue North, Seattle 98103

Video Blog and Altar Art-

Contact Marcus at littlelighteningbolt@gmail.com
An Herbal ApprenticeshipJoin a small group of people for weekly classes that focus
on wild-crafting and medicine making. Held at a beautiful
small farm in Shelton, we meet for an entire year, focusing
on the seasonal availability of wild plants. We hand-craft
small batches of plant medicine and learn how to use plants
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Don’t forget to check out Corinne’s video blog and her
poetry and altar art. If you go to www.maplemistwood.com
you will find short videos about folklore, plants and folk
magic, along with some selected poetry and altar art, which
focus on seasonal magics and concepts. There are also all
of the previous issues of the Gathering Basket that can be
printed and more information about Corinne’s classes in
general.

Conscious Caregiving
Plant Medicine, Nutrition,
Mindful Practices to Give Ease

A book by herbalist Carol Trasatto
Supporting yourself, supporting a loved one
through illness, medical treatments, or dying
Info/purchase book at www.caroltrasatto.com

Symposium
Plant Magic, Mysticism, & Medicine
June 3rd, 4th & 5th 2016
Damascus, Oregon
*Lectures
*Workshops
*Witches Herbal Artisan Market
www.viridisgenii.com

Peter Brown
Marakame y Granicero

-Body-Ceremony-SpiritOlympia NE, WA

360-561-8772

Open Fri & Sat 10-6 | 3664 Mud Bay Rd

www.peterbrownhealing.com

MANY GODS WEST

A Polytheist Gathering for the Pacific Northwest

Would you like to place and ad or be a personal sponsor in
The Gathering Basket?
A black and white business card sized ad costs $30. Every ad
placed results in the creation of 70 copies that are distributed
free to the public. You can also be a personal sponsor, without
placing an add and give any amount that works for your budget.
If you are interested or would like more information please email
Corinne at: Corinne@maplemistwood.com

OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON

Aug 5th - 7th | Red Lion Hotel
Register online: www.ManyGodsWest.com

This newsletter is offered four times per year, look for the next Gathering Basket during the Summer Solstice.
Thank you sponsors for your support Your contributions pay for the cost of printing, keeping the newsletter free for the public.
Readers please support our sponsors and let them know you saw their add here.
All illustrations are copyright free.
Computer and Graphic layout by Claude Mahmood - Printed by Minuteman Press
All written information in this newsletter falls under the copyright law.
If you wish to reproduce it in any way, please contact Corinne via email Corinne@Maplemistwood.com.
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